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You wonâ€™t believe what people can build with LEGO bricks! A haunted house complete with

boarded-up windows. A bustling LEGO construction site. A Sopwith Camel WWI-era fighter

planeâ€”perfect down to every detail. Lego: The Calendar celebrates the iconic toy that has inspired

creative construction for generations of boys, girls, and grown-ups. Here are a dozen astonishing

creations by top LEGO designers, each one a tribute to ingenuity and the sheer joy of childhood

play.
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It's very pretty and made with high quality material, the photos look great. 7 photos are scenes with

lego people and 5 are of some lego set without showing lego people. It has 3 calendars

(2013-2015) behind the front cover and a code for a free digital page-a-day calendar from

pageaday[dot]com. I totally recommend this calendar. I posted some pictures of each month so I

hope that helps with your decision. :)

I'm a big Lego fan and that was a big reason for buying this calendar but what I really like about this

calendar is the layout and overall design. There are calendars with numbers that are too small or

even too big, too much distracting text, etc. This Lego calendar just seems perfect. I can look at it

from across the room and I can tell exactly what date it is without getting distracted by anything.The



pictures are nice and very sharp and the colors are very nice and vibrant. This is the second year I

am using the Lego brand calendar and I plan on using it again next year.

There are lego creations pictured in the calendar that both of my children love! There aren't as many

minifigures pictured this year as in past years.

Arrived in excellent mint condition. My 12 year old son loves lego, but I wasn't sure he would enjoy a

calendar. Turns out at his age that they actually look forward to upcoming days off from school or up

coming holidays! So he wnjoyed it very much. Also a great stocking stuffer or gift. Item is exactly as

described. Would like better photos shown of the calendar months on the amzon images page.

For all lego fans. it's here. THE calendar.2014 edition with a different creation each month. Well

photographed too.Katy Scott==========Author of [[...]]

Nice calendar.... my grandson loves it. I bought this in December of 2014 not realizing that it is a

2014 calendar! He has been writing in it all the activities that he is planning... camping with family

etc... None of us realized it was a 2014 calendar until a few days ago. He still doesn't know... he is

7. It's my fault for buying it and not realizing it was a 2014 calendar but I would think they would

have had a 2015 on sale before the 2014 one came up. I ordered 5 different calendars from  for

Christmas and all the others (as far as I know) are 2015. Live and learn. We at least had a good

laugh. It is a good quality calendar if you are in need of last years calendar...

This calendar is great for ANY Lego lover young or old. It has interesting facts every month and is

very colorful. Everytime a new friend of my son's comes over they always have to look through it.

Such a great Christmas gift!! This year my favorite month is March. It's a replica of the Guggenheim

Museum!!

One very happy boy with his lego calendar! He loves to see what can be done with lego each month
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